Extending the dynamic range of biomedical micro-computed tomography for application to geomaterials.
X-ray computed tomography (CT) can non-destructively examine objects by producing three-dimensional images of their internal structure. Although the availability of biomedical micro-CT offers the increased access to scanners, CT images of dense objects are susceptible to artifacts particularly due to beam hardening. This study proposes and evaluates a simple semi-empirical correction method for beam hardening and scatter that can be applied to biomedical scanners. Novel calibration phantoms of varying diameters were designed and built from aluminum and poly[methyl-methacrylate]. They were imaged using two biomedical micro-CT scanners. Absorbance measurements made through different phantom sections were fit to polynomial and inversely exponential functions and used to determine linearization parameters. Corrections based on the linearization equations were applied to the projection data before reconstruction. Correction for beam hardening was achieved when applying both scanners with the correction methods to all test objects. Among them, applying polynomial correction method based on the aluminum phantom provided the best improvement. Correction of sample data demonstrated a high agreement of percent-volume composition of dense metallic inclusions between using the Bassikounou meteorite from the micro-CT images (13.7%) and previously published results using the petrographic thin sections (14.6% 8% metal and 6.6% troilite). Semi-empirical linearization of X-ray projection data with custom calibration phantoms allows accurate measurements to be obtained on the radiodense samples after applying the proposed correction method on biomedical micro-CT images.